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The Poetry of John Milton: 

Puritan Poetics in the Nativity Ode 

Among His many attributes, Puritans tended to stress the omnipotence of God. Milton 
was only 21 when he composed “On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity” (the “Nativity 
Ode”), but his approach to the First Christmas Story is heavily influenced by this Puritan 
tendency. Milton starts the poem with the traditional manger scene as it might be 
portrayed on a Christmas card, with the infant Jesus wrapped in swaddling clothes and 
lying sweetly in the manger. Milton, however, zooms his camera through this mere 
physical depiction portraying the transcendent cosmic events that are unfolding at the 
spiritual level. The infant in the manger is the center point of universal history and all 
time revolves around him. Since God is outside of time and the infant Jesus is God, 
Milton portrays time here not in a linear sense, but in a thematic sense. Describing the 
impact this little babe will have on history causes Milton to leap wildly forward and 
backward across traditional notions of chronology so that as the narrator says, “Time 
will run back” (135). In a passage spanning fewer than 60 lines, the  narrator describes 
the singing of the angels heralding the birth of Christ in the 1st century as like the Music 
of the Spheres at the Creation of the Universe, an Age of Gold analogous only to the 
End of the World and the Coming of Heaven. He then focuses back on the manger to 
show how the child must die in the Crucifixion in order to be Resurrected, so that all 
Christians can be Resurrected at the End of the World to the blast of Gabriel’s 
trumpet—so much like the  powerful clang when God visited Moses on Mount Sinai, 
shaking the Earth like it will shake again when Christ shall return at the End of Time to 
judge the world (109–164).  

  
 
 


